The basis for one of the most paradigmatic sleep disorders, narcolepsy, has been partially solved. Nowadays, based on animal and human research, i.e., a prolific interaction between basic and clinical data, it is known that the pathogenesis of narcolepsy with cataplexy occurs as a result of the degeneration of hypocretinergic (orexinergic) neurons within the hypothalamus [1] . An autoimmune process may be responsible for the degeneration of hypocretinergic neurons;
Introduction
The basis for one of the most paradigmatic sleep disorders, narcolepsy, has been partially solved. Nowadays, based on animal and human research, i.e., a prolific interaction between basic and clinical data, it is known that the pathogenesis of narcolepsy with cataplexy occurs as a result of the degeneration of hypocretinergic (orexinergic) neurons within the hypothalamus [1] . An autoimmune process may be responsible for the degeneration of hypocretinergic neurons;
in fact, a recent study demonstrated the presence of CD4þT cells that are reactive to hypocretin in patients with narcolepsy-cataplexy, which suggests a T cell-driven autoimmune response [2] . However, there are still many questions about the physiology of the hypocretinergic system. The physiopathology of narcolepsy spins around two main axes: the difficulty in maintaining wakefulness (hypersomnia, mainly in the form of sleep attacks) and an increase in rapid eyes movements (REM) sleep. This is manifested by a decrease in REM sleep latency or in intrusion of A logical first step in determining the function of any discrete, highly localized group of neurons, is to examine the behaviors and processes that are controlled by the site in the brain wherein they reside. The postero-lateral hypothalamic area is the key brain site that, for decades, has been identified as being responsible for initiating, coordinating and maintaining goal-oriented survival-type behaviors such as fight, flight and food consumption among others [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In addition, and in accordance with the preceding concept, experimental studies have demonstrated that this area is critically involved in controlling the following functions:
Sleep and wakefulness: Electrical or chemical activation of the postero-lateral hypothalamus area results in wakefulness accompanied by different patterns of somatomotor activity (see below). Interestingly, chemical inhibition by muscimol (a GABA A agonist) in this area decreases wakefulness and leads to non-REM (NREM) sleep hypersomnia [16] . In addition, it abolishes REM sleep. The preceding data suggests the presence of REM sleep inducing neurons within this area. Somatomotor activity: Electrolytic lesions or chemical inhibition of this region have been shown to produce a marked decrease in locomotor activity, while electrical or chemical activation produces an increase in motor activity [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . It is also well established that stimulation within the perifornical lateral hypothalamic region initiates predatory activities and that these behaviors are abolished or attenuated when this hypothalamic site is lesioned [12] . figure) . Camera lucida drawings were obtained from adjacent sections that were immunostained for MCH for Hcrt-2, respectively; these sections were counterstained with Pyronin-Y. The demarcation and nomenclature of cell groups in the cat hypothalamus are based on Berman and Jones, as well as Bleier's work [105, 106] . DM, dorsomedial nucleus; EN, entopeduncular nucleus; fx, fornix; HDA, dorsal hypothalamic area; HLA, lateral hypothalamic area; INF, infundibular nucleus; mt, mammillothalamic tract; PAH, paraventricular nucleus; PEH, periventricular complex; PVH, parvocellular nucleus; TCA, area of the tuber cinereum; VM, ventromedial nucleus; ZI, zona incerta; 3V, third ventricle. Modified from [9] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The "pleasure" or "reward" zone of the hypothalamus [13, [23] [24] [25] is congruent with the site of the greatest concentration of hypocretinergic neurons [26, 27] .
It is important to consider that, in addition to the hypocretinergic neurons, other groups of neurons such as the melanin concentrating-hormone (MCH) containing neurons are present within this area [9] . The anatomical interrelation between these groups of neurons is shown in Fig. 1. 
Afferents to hypocretinergic neurons
Hypocretinergic neurons receive inputs from several regions such as the allocortex, many hypothalamic nuclei, periaqueductal gray matter, the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN), and parabrachial regions, which suggest that these neurons integrate a variety of interoceptive, exteroceptive and homeostatic signals [28] . Several neurotransmitters act on hypocretinergic neurons [29] . Glutamate depolarizes these neurons acting through AMPA and NMDA receptors, and GABA inhibits these neurons through GABA A and GABA B receptors. Neurotransmitters used by neurons that form part of the activating systems [30] , such as serotonin, noradrenaline, acetylcholine and dopamine, modulate the activity of hypocretinergic neurons. An in vitro study in mice has shown that serotonin and noradrenaline hyperpolarize hypocretinergic neurons through 5HT1A and α2 receptors, respectively [29] . A weak depolarization mediated by α1 receptor was also observed in the presence of a α2-receptor antagonist. In rats, both noradrenaline and acetylcholine have a predominant excitatory effect [31] . Carbachol (a mixed cholinergic agonist) depolarizes 27% and hyperpolarizes 6% of the population of hypocretinergic neurons in mice [29] ; these effects are mediated by different muscarinic receptors. Interestingly, histamine has almost no effect on hypocretinergic neurons. D1 and D2 dopamine receptors have opposing effects on excitatory presynaptic terminals that impinge on hypocretinergic neurons [32] .
The sleep-promoting factor, melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH), inhibits hypocretinergic neurons (see below).
Projections of the hypocretinergic neurons
Hypocretinergic neurons project throughout the central nervous system [26] ; furthermore, the activity of the peripheral organs is also influenced by the Hcrts [33] . Hypocretinergic neurons also have the potential to mediate complex functions since they exhibit the morphology of prototypical "command" neurons, which are small groups of highly specialized cells that coordinate and integrate, in a complementary fashion, the activities of a vast number of neural and hormonal systems [34] [35] [36] . Sensory and motor nuclei are directly innervated by hypocretinergic neurons [37] [38] [39] [40] . These neurons also project to the thalamus and cortex [26] , wherein they directly influence thalamo-cortical activities that support cognitive functions. Dense concentrations of hypocretin-containing axon terminals are located in the tuberomammillary nucleus of the hypothalamus, a waking-promoting area [41] , as well as in brainstem areas such as the laterodorsal and pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (LDT-PPT), locus coeruleus (LC) and DRN [26, [42] [43] [44] , that are known to participate in the control of sleep and wakefulness [30] .
We demonstrated that hypocretinergic neurons project to the nucleus pontis oralis (NPO), which is considered to exert executive control over the initiation and maintenance of REM sleep [45] . A single injection of a cholinergic agonist, such as carbachol, within the NPO of the cat, results in the generation of a state that consists of all the behavioral and electrographic signs of REM sleep with a very short latency (30 s to a few minutes); this state lasts up to two hours (see below).
Hypocretinergic neurons and wakefulness
Early studies revealed that the intraventricular injection of Hcrt promotes wakefulness [46, 47] . These data, as well as the fact that the lack of hypocretinergic neurons in narcoleptic patients induces hypersomnia [1] , strongly suggested that this system promotes wakefulness. However, by means of Fos technology (the Fos protein is a marker of neuronal activity), we demonstrated in the cat, that hypocretinergic neurons are not active during wakefulness per se [48] . On the contrary, hypocretinergic system becomes active during aroused wakefulness when the animal is moving. In the absence of motor activity during alert wakefulness, quiet wakefulness or quiet sleep, the hypocretinergic system is not activated to any significant extent [49] . In this regard, several reports confirmed that the hypocretinergic neurons are involved in the promotion of somatomotor activity. The data in Fig. 2 demonstrates that while Hcrt-containing neurons do not express Fos during quiet wakefulness, they are active during active wakefulness. A detailed analysis of hypocretinergic neuronal activity shows that these neurons are strongly activated when animals are exploring an unknown environment (exploratory motor activity) [50] . In fact, in this study, the number of HcrtþFosþneurons was approximately 10 times greater during exploratory motor activity than during repetitive motor activity that occurred during forced locomotion, even though in both paradigms there was a comparable amount of motor activity. Therefore, neither wakefulness nor motor activity per se, were critical with respect to the activation of hypocretinergic neurons. Therefore, we conclude that the hypocretinergic system is engaged when animals are performing goal (reward)-directed behaviors. In agreement with our results, it was found that Hcrt knock-out mice were unable to work for food or water reward during the light phase [51] .
Recently, Chase presented the "Unified Survival Theory for the Functioning of the Hypocretinergic System" [52] . The basis of this theory is that the main role of the hypocretinergic system is to initiate, coordinate and maintain survival behaviors and survival-related processes.
7.
Hypocretinergic neurons and NREM sleep 8.
Hypocretinergic neurons and REM sleep
There are presentations that argue that hypocretinergic neurons are REM-OFF neurons and that these neurons inhibit REM sleep. The REM-OFF profile concept of the hypocretinergic neurons arose based upon electrophysiological recordings of identified hypocretinergic neurons [53] [54] [55] . Lee et al. [54] recorded six hypocretinergic neurons in the hypothalamus of the rat during unanesthesized semi-restricted conditions. They found that the six neurons exhibited the largest firing rate during wakefulness, the rate decreased during NREM sleep, and a nadir was reached during REM sleep. Another study in rats [53] , and a study in mice [55] , demonstrated similar firing profiles.
However, an in-depth analysis of the preceding data reveals that hypocretinergic neurons also discharge during some "phasic" components of REM sleep. Fig. 2 of Lee et al.'s [54] study illustrates the discharge of one representative neuron; its firing rate increases in relation to muscle twitches during REM sleep as well as during REM sleep that precedes awakening. In addition, their Fig. 2 shows that there is a burst of firing in a short period (just a couple of seconds) of "wakefulness" that is between two REM sleep periods (without a preceding NREM sleep epoch). Amici et al., consider this kind of episodes as a "cluster" type of REM sleep, instead of two independent REM sleep episodes interrupted by an episode of wakefulness [56, 57] . Another study in rats also acknowledged that hypocretinergic neurons "occasionally discharge in phasic REM" [53] . In addition, in freely moving mice, hypocretinergic neurons display transient discharges during REM sleep [55] . Hence, at least some hypocretinergic neurons increase their firing rate during the phasic periods of REM sleep. It would be important to examine the pattern of activity of these neurons in an animal that exhibits robust phasic periods of REM sleep, such as the cat [58] .
Studies in the cat, strongly suggest that there is hypocretinergic neuronal activity during REM sleep, probably during the phasic events of this state. An increase in the number of HcrtþFosþneurons was observed during REM sleep induced by carbachol microinjections into the NPO [48] . In this study, REM sleep was induced by carbachol microinjections in order to generate a state of sufficiently long duration to allow Fos protein to be synthesized in high concentration. Fig. 3A illustrates a representative carbachol-induced period of REM sleep, which has the same characteristics as natural REM sleep. During this state, 34% of the hypocretinergic neurons were activated according to their Fos-expression; representative active "HcrtþFosþ" neurons are shown in Fig. 3B . The distribution of the active hypocretinergic neurons of a representative experiment is shown in Fig. 4 . This result is in agreement with the findings of Kiyashchenko et al. [59] . Utilizing microdialysis in freely moving cats they found an increase in Hcrt-1 release during REM sleep, both in the hypothalamus and basal forebrain. Hence, this study also indicates that hypocretinergic neurons are active during REM sleep, probably in conjunction with phasic events.
Hypocretinergic activation during REM sleep is likely related to the activation that occur during certain patterns of somatomotor activity [50] . Although motor output is inhibited at the motoneuron level during REM sleep, supraspinal motor systems are very active during this state [60] [61] [62] . In fact, in conjunction with PGO waves, a phasic event that occurs during REM sleep, there is a potentiation of the REM sleep-related hyperpolarization of motoneurons [3] .
Microinjections studies also suggest that Hcrt may contribute with some aspects of REM sleep. Hcrt-1 applied into the gigantocellular nucleus and dorsal paragigantocellular nucleus of the medullary reticular formation, which are sites that have been previously identified that generate atonia by electrical stimulation, produced bilateral hindlimb muscle atonia, similar to which occurs during REM sleep atonia and cataplexy [63] .
We demonstrated previously the presence of hypocretinergic projections to the NPO, the REM sleep executive area in the pons [45] . Microinjections of Hcrt-1 or Hcrt-2 into the NPO of the cat increase the time spent in REM sleep and result in a decrease in the latency to the generation of this state [64] . Furthermore, the juxtacellular application of Hcrt-1 results in an increase in the excitability of NPO neurons, which is associated with the induction of REM sleep [65] . In addition, Hcrt-1 increases acetylcholine release in the NPO of the rat [66, 67] . In this regard, it is known that acetylcholine levels within this region increase during REM sleep [68] . However, a decrease in REM sleep when Hcrt-1 is microinjected into the NPO of the cat was also described [69] . Furthermore, the iontophoretic application of Hcrt-1 into the NPO of the rat produces an inhibition of NPO neurons, which can be blocked by previous iontophoretic application of bicuculline, a GABA A receptors antagonist [70] . In fact, it has been shown that Hcrt increases GABA levels in the NPO of the rat, and hypocretin and GABA interact within this nucleus to promote wakefulness [71, 72] . The presence of Hcrt-2 receptors on GABAergic neurons within the NPO may be the cellular basis for this effect [73] .
The paradoxical or contradictory findings involving the REM sleep and wakefulness promoting actions of Hcrt within the NPO were reconciled by Xi and Chase [74] . They demonstrated that the microinjections of Hcrt-1 within the NPO generate REM sleep when applied during NREM sleep, but promote wakefulness when applied during this behavioral state. Thus, the behavioral state of the animal at the time of the application of Hcrt determines whether REM sleep or wakefulness occurs.
It is attractive to note that hypocretinergic cells in the hypothalamus may be involved in the control of both active wakefulness and REM sleep, and that within both patterns of behavioral state control changes in motor activity play a predominant role. This pattern of duality of behavioral state control with opposite motor responses is reminiscent of the phenomenon of Reticular Response-Reversal in the NPO [75, 76] . This phenomenon involves mechanisms that result in the facilitation of wakefulness and somatomotor activation during wakefulness, as well as the generation of REM sleep and its accompanying pattern of motor inhibition during this sleep state [75, 76] . Reticular Response-Reversal determines, for example, that auditory stimulation promotes somatomotor activation during wakefulness, and also increases the hyperpolarization of motoneurons and produces atonia during REM sleep [3] .
It is well known that in the "twitches" that occur during REM sleep, there is an increase in the frequency of motoneuron postsynaptic inhibitory potentials (IPSPs) that generate atonia compared with the tonic periods of REM sleep. Paradoxically, there is also an important increase in excitatory drives (excitatory postsynaptic potentials, EPSPs) that also impinge on motoneurons during "phasic" REM sleep. Hence, there is a competition between these opposing forces during phasic REM sleep; the winner determines whether motoneurons discharge or remain silent [3] . Hypocretins are likely related to this phenomenon; these peptides may facilitate motor activity during wakefulness and the phasic components of REM sleep by direct actions onto motoneurons (see below). Furthermore, throughout REM sleep, hypocretinergic activation of the NPO generates motor inhibition due to processes involving Reticular Response-Reversal process [3, 52] .
In narcolepsy-cataplexy, there is an increase in the incidence of REM sleep behavioral disorder (RBD) [77] . In RBD the mechanisms that produce atonia are significantly reduced, which supports the hypothesis that the dysfunction of the hypocretinergic system produces instability of motor regulatory systems during REM sleep.
9.
Working hypothesis 1: hypocretinergic neurons are active during "phasic" REM sleep EEG activation, theta activity in the hippocampus and muscle atonia are the classic biomarkers for the identification of REM sleep. Accompanying these "tonic" signs are rapid eye movements, muscle twitches, PGO waves, breathing irregularities as well as heart rate and blood pressure increases that constitute the phasic events of REM sleep. Other signs such as acceleration of the theta rhythm also correlate with these phasic events [78] .
Experimental evidences suggest that while hypocretinergic neurons turn off during "tonic" REM sleep, at least a subset of these neurons discharge in burst during phasic REM sleep [53] [54] [55] . Furthermore, during REM sleep induced by carbachol, there is an activation of 34% of hypocretinergic neurons [48] . In addition, Hcrt-1 synaptic release increases during REM sleep [59] . These data suggest that hypocretinergic neurons are active during the "phasic" component of REM sleep (Fig. 5) .
10.
Working hypothesis 2: hypocretinergic neurons are involved in the generation of the "phasic" phenomena of REM sleep If hypocretinergic neurons are active during "phasic" REM sleep, they are likely to promote the phasic events of REM sleep. Hypocretins directly activate motor nuclei, breathing neuronal networks and sympathetic output that control the cardiovascular system [40, [79] [80] [81] , as well as the medial septum where the pacemaker for the hypocamppal theta rhythm is located [82] . By these means, hypocretinergic neurons promote the "phasic" components of REM sleep (Fig. 5) .
Yamuy et al. [40] demonstrated in lumbar motoneurons that the juxtacellular administration of hypocretin-1 and electrical activation of hypocretinergic neurons activate motoneurons. Therefore, it is likely that the "phasic" discharge of hypocretinergic neurons during REM facilitates motoneuron activity and muscle twitches. The intracerebroventricular injection of either hypocretin 1 and 2 increases heart rate, mean arterial pressure and renal sympathetic activity in conscious rats [79] . Hypocretins stimulate breathing and knocking-out the preprohypocretin gene in mice reduces CO 2 -induced increases in breathing by 50% and increases the frequency of spontaneous sleep apneas [81] . Lesions of medial septum neurons by hypocretin-2 conjugated with the neurotoxin saporin abolishes theta rhythm of the hippocampus during both active wakefulness and REM sleep, suggesting that hypocretin facilitates theta rhythm generation [82] . All these effects induced by hypocretin involve ergotropic or energy-expending behaviors [52] .
Although disturbances in the phasic components of REM sleep occurs in narcolepsy-cataplexy and in hypocretindeficient mice [83] [84] [85] , new experimental approaches are HcrtþFosþneurons from the total number of hypocretinergic neurons was on average 79% for active wakefulness, 34% for REM-carbachol and 2% for quiet wakefulness [48] . 3V, third ventricle; Fx, fornix.
needed in order to confirm the relationship between hypocretins and "phasic" REM sleep.
11.
Working hypothesis 3: there are complementary but opposite functions of hypocretin and MCH in the control of REM sleep Due to the importance of the MCHergic system in sleep physiology [86, 87] , it is relevant to examine the interactions between the MCHergic and the hypocretinergic systems. A strong anatomical relationship exists between hypocretinergic and MCHergic neurons in the hypothalamus. As it is shown in Fig. 1 , MCHergic neurons are intermingled with Hcrt-containing neurons in the postero-lateral hypothalamus, mainly at the tuberal and tuberomammillar levels [9] . MCHergic fibers are in close relationship with hypocretinergic neurons and vice versa, which suggest the existence of reciprocal synaptic contacts between both types of cells [9, 88] . This fact as well as the presence of hypocretinergic receptors on MCHergic neurons indicates the existence of an important functional interaction between both systems [89] . In this regard, Hcrt increases MCH mRNA expression in hypothalamic neurons, directly excites MCHergic neurons and increases glutamate release onto them [90, 91] . On the other hand, MCH modulates Hcrt-mediated effects on behavioral state and synaptic transmission in the lateral hypothalamus [92] . In addition, the efficacy of glutamatergic synapses on hypocretinergic neurons is enhanced in MCHR1 knockout mice, and Hcrt-1-induced firing is facilitated. On the contrary, in wild-type mice, MCH significantly attenuates Hcrt-1 induced enhancement of spike frequency in hypocretinergic neurons, but not its basal activity. Furthermore, in these neurons, MCH attenuates Hcrt-1-induced enhancement of the frequency of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents. These effects imply that MCH exerts a unique inhibitory influence on hypocretinergic signaling as a way to fine-tune the output of these neurons.
Interestingly, hypocretinergic and MCHergic neurons respond in a different way to most homeostatic signals such as glucose [93] or to waking-related neurotransmitters such as noradrenaline [31] . It is of note that while hypocretinergic neurons of the rat mainly express α1 adrenergic receptors, MCHergic neurons express the α2 adrenergic receptors, which are related to activation or inhibition of their targets, respectively [94] .
We have shown that both hypocretinergic and MCHergic neurons project to the NPO [45, 95] . In addition, fibers and terminals of both systems are highly intermingled, which suggests the presence of important interactions between these systems within their mesopontine targets, similar to the anatomical and functional interactions that have been described within the hypothalamus (see above).
Several studies suggest that MCHergic neurons are involved in the generation of sleep, especially REM sleep [86, 87] . These neurons discharge in a reciprocal manner to hypocretinergic neurons across the sleep-wake cycle. MCHergic neurons have a high firing rate during tonic REM sleep, but do not increase their firing level during "phasic" REM sleep [96] . When MCH is microinjected in the area where REMcarbachol is generated, it produces an increase in time that the animals spend in REM sleep together with a decrease in the latency to this behavioral state [95] . MCH also exerts its REM sleep promoting functions acting through the DRN [97, 98] , where it exerts an inhibitory role on serotonergic neurons [99, 100] .
Interestingly, MCH blunts the central regulation of sympathetic tone and adaptive sympathetic reflexes, and decreases metabolism [101] [102] [103] . These are trophotropic or energyconserving effects, which are opposite to the effects produced by the hypocretinergic system (see above).
These experimental data are the basis for the hypothesis that while MCHergic neurons are active during tonic REM sleep and promote this "quiescent" behavioral state, hypocretinergic neurons are active during "phasic" REM sleep and induce (at least partially) phasic episodes of this state (see Fig. 6 ).
12.
Research agenda
In order to confirm the relationship between the hypocretins and the "phasic" episodes of REM sleep, additional experimental data are needed. Electrophysiological recording studies would be important to conduct in different species in order to correlate hypocretinergic discharge during REM sleep and the different aspects of the "phasic" components of REM sleep. In addition, studies of the effect on "phasic" REM sleep Fig. 6 -The yin and yang is the Taoist symbol used to describe how polar or seemingly contrary forces are interconnected and interdependent in the natural world, and how they give rise to each other in turn. This concept could be applied to the opposite but complementary role of hypocretin and melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) in the control of wakefulness and sleep. Hypocretin (HCRT) an excitatory neuropeptide, and MCH an inhibitory neuropeptide, interact both at the lateral hypothalamic level as well as in the activating and hypnogenic neuronal areas, in order to regulate the generation of the sleep and wakefulness cycle.
of activating or blocking the hypocretinergic system during REM sleep, for example by means of optogenetic stimulation [104] or by the administration of hypocretin agonists or antagonists, would be important to confirm our hypotheses. Similar approaches are also necessary to demonstrate that MCH plays a proactive role in "tonic" REM sleep but not in "phasic" REM sleep.
Conclusions
In the present report we reviewed the role of the hypocretinergic neurons in REM sleep generation. Experimental evidences suggest that these neurons are active during the "phasic" episodes of REM sleep and we hypothesize that they may be involved in the induction of these episodes. In addition, we consider that, by modulation of mesopontine networks such as those involving cholinergic neurons of the LDT-PPT, the monoaminergic neurons of the DRN and LC, and especially through the NPO, the executive area for REM sleep generation, MCHergic and hypocretinergic neurons induces "tonic" (trophotropic) and "phasic" (ergotropic) REM sleep states, respectively.
